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INTERACTIVE TEACHING RESOURCE
SESSION 1
(Feel free to utilize the following material as a supplemental interactive resource to the Student Leader Guide.)

THE COMING OF THE MESSIAH-KING

Key Statement: The Messiah-King has come with a distinct identity, witness, purpose, and role. 

Supplies Needed:
	Various Pictures

Concordances/Bibles
Pen and Paper

INTRODUCE THE LESSON

Activity
To begin with, you will need to prepare for this activity by either printing out, or downloading for monitor display beforehand, several Stereogram pictures from the internet (Stereogram pictures contain 3D images hidden within another picture. For a wide selection to chose from, type Stereogram pictures in the search engine and chose which ones are best and most suitable–remember to always be cautious while searching for appropriate images and to always preview them before presenting them to the class). 
Having somewhere between 7-10 images to display, break your class up into small teams and give each team a sheet of paper and pen. Explain to them that what they are about to see is what appears to be random pictures of color and nothing more, yet upon closer inspection, each picture reveals something more, something distinct beneath the surface. Then explain to them that each team is to work together to figure out what it is that each picture reveals, writing their answers on their sheet of paper. At the end of 10 minutes, the team with the most correct answers wins. 

Game Tips: Printing the pictures out (in color if applicable) is more feasible for group competition. When doing so, number each picture (i.e. 1-10) so that the corresponding numbers will match their answer sheet. Also, it is helpful to allow teams to move from one picture to the next freely, even if they need to skip a picture and try the next.


TRANSITION
When the game ends, direct the students’ attention to the teaching session. Point out the fact that what they are going to be learning about today has a lot to do with the game they just played. For instance, the pictures they just saw contained a deeper image within, an image that is there whether anyone sees it or not, an image that pops out when viewed correctly, and an image that explains why the picture was made. In a similar way, there is a biblically correct way of seeing Jesus, who He is and why He has come. Despite whatever types of incorrect ideas and perceptions some may have about Jesus in our culture, there is a correct way of seeing Him through the lens of Scripture. When we use the lens of Scripture, we learn some pretty amazing truths about Jesus and why He came.
At this point, direct the students’ attention to the Personal Study Guide and proceed along with the Leader Guide.
Pressed for Time?
Depending upon your group, and possible time constraints you may have, you may want to maximize your time by emphasizing a couple of points rather than trying to cover it all. If that is the case, you will need to be selective of what points you will emphasize, and trying to discern which ones can be difficult, given that each point is unique and contributes to the whole of the lesson.

With that said, you may consider the following points worth emphasizing for a condensed study: Jesus’ identity (1) and His purpose (3). (Of course, if this route is taken, it is always good to encourage your students to review those missed points in their personal study guides at home.)

In talking about Jesus’ identity, really emphasize the language John uses to describe Him–the Word–and the connection this has with Old Testament usage. Walk through the Leader Guide noting all that this title encompasses, really emphasizing that our Hero, who has come upon the scene, is “going to remake His broken world” (p.10). 
	
In discussing Jesus’ purpose, you get to emphasize not only who He is, but also the reason for why He came. You get to explain not only is Jesus all-powerful, fully divine, and life itself, but that He also came for the purpose of giving life and salvation to us as children of God by “being born of God” (p.13). He came to fix our eyes, so that we would see Him rightly. He came to form a new family, one in which we now enter into an adoptive status with God and giving us a new identity of being children of God.

Additional Questions

	What is it about Jesus’ identity that makes Him trustworthy? 


	What does it look like to trust Him in the big and small things of life?


	Just as it is easy to misperceive the pictures earlier, have you ever asked yourself the question whether you are misperceiving Jesus? Are you seeing Him correctly? 


	What does it mean to see Him correctly? Is the way you live your life reflective of the fact that you are misperceiving Him?


	How does knowing about your adoptive status in Christ change the way you look at yourself?


	When you consider your self-worth and identity, is your adoption in Christ one of the first things to come to mind?








